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Abstract. The cyber security context requires to better understand how develop-

ers write (in)secure code and to assist them in their software developments. We 

have developed a secure coding experiment and serious game intervention. In 

this paper, we report on the design of a serious game to investigate developer-

centred security. We used a combination of approaches to shape discussions and 

support the serious game co-creation. 

Keywords: Serious Game, Serious Game Design, Cyber Security, Software Se-

curity, Developer-Centred Security. 

1 Introduction 

Cyber security is a growing concern in a world of ever increasing connectivity. Our 

activities and lives depend on software systems that are vulnerable as recent attacks 

have shown (e.g. impact on the UK health service of the WannaCry worldwide cyberat-

tack). This results in a need to raise the awareness of software security issues and, in 

particular, to train the developers of software systems, whether they are professionals 

or hobbyists. 

As part of a project funded by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the 

Research Institute in Science of Cyber Security (RISCS), we started an experimentation 

to investigate how serious games could impact developer-centred security. In this pa-

per, we report on the co-design of a serious game for code security. We used different 

serious game approaches to shape the discussions and the exploration for a serious 

game intervention. We focus on the steps we took to facilitate dialogue and the type of 

support we put in place in order to design a solution that fits the purpose of the experi-

mentation. We present the process we implemented and provide a contribution to other 

serious game designers as to how a number of different methodologies can be used in 

order to provide an ad-hoc solution to a domain problem. 

Plan. In Section 2, we give the background and motivation for the overall cyber security 

research project. Section 3 and Section 4 focus on the serious game design and imple-

mentation. In Section 5, we present the experimental setting surrounding the serious 

game. Finally, Section 6 concludes and draws future perspectives of this work. 
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2 Serious Game Investigation into Developer-Centred Security 

While software systems become more ubiquitous and we are increasingly reliant on 

their use in our everyday lives, accessibility of mobile and cloud programming plat-

forms makes software development and deployment more democratically available. 

This combination creates security challenges as software code could be deployed with-

out having the security vetting or level of scrutiny that the end-users expect. The project 

in which this work takes place, proposes to investigate how serious game could play a 

role in evaluating and training the security skills of the masses of software developers. 

This project is part of the RISCS community for developer-centred security research. 

In our work, we focus particularly on serious games for secure software development 

and aim at identifying activities that could effectively persuade developers to improve 

their cyber security skills and increase the security of their code. 

Background. A recent study has explored the software development security skills of 

GitHub users [1]. In this online experiment, the participants were invited to undertake 

three secure programming exercises in Python, their programming was then evaluated 

with regards to security properties. The experiment revealed that the self-reported se-

curity knowledge level or the professional or student status of the participants was not 

statistically related to the security grading of their programming solutions. 

Serious Game Intervention Project. We chose to build our investigation as an exten-

sion to this base study, giving us some grounds to compare our results. We framed the 

experiment as an embedding of the programming exercises of the base study inside a 

game. The base study [1] evaluated the participants’ ability to write secure code using 

three Python script tasks (URL Shortener, Credential Storage and String Encryption). 

We complemented these exercises with three additions which have no obvious security 

focus (Image Analysis, Time Tool and Search & Replace), with the intention to com-

pare the specific impact gamification has on security. 

The base study [1] has found that developers often program insecure solutions re-

gardless of their background. Developers will often have knowledge of security related 

concepts but fail to implement them or use an outdated or insecure standard. A game 

could be used as a method to remind and raise awareness in secure development, while 

not necessarily instructing on the concepts or methods. As the primary purpose for this 

project is evaluation of developers’ security, the game intervention should allow for the 

replication of the base study with a control group. The series of programming tasks test 

security programming aptitudes and attitudes. The game should require players to per-

form the tasks while also motivating players to perform well while doing them. The 

key developer-centred security issues that could be targeted in the game are therefore: 

lack of awareness on the subject, having only knowledge of outdated standards, lack of 

experience implementing the methods require to maintain security, not having reason-

ing or motivation to implement proper security. To target these issues, the game could 

put the following potential processes in use: presenting an in-game context and moti-

vation to have a secure solution, providing information on currently secure standards, 

challenging players with the effects of poorly implemented solutions while maintaining 

neutrality to meet the evaluation aim of the investigation. 
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Related Research. Recent surveys of game-based cyber security training [2, 3] show 

a growing interest in designing games for security. In [4], the authors show the benefits 

of security exercises and competitions in cyber security training based on a survey of 

experiments. Coding games such as Code Hunt are being adapted for secure coding [5], 

while secure coding competitions such as Build It, Break It, Fix It are organised as a 

Catch The Flag game [6]. Another coding game, Code Defenders [7], was primarily 

designed for crowed-sourcing purposes but also served in training [8]. Gamifications 

within software engineering has been studied and used [9], for example as a means to 

incite developers to remove compilers warning [10]. However our research aims at go-

ing beyond gamification, as other researchers also suggested in [11]. 

3 Design Methodology 

To handle the complexity of cyber security and software programming, we chose to 

combine multiple design approaches to facilitate domain and serious game experts’ dis-

cussions. This section details how we used these approaches for game co-creation. 

3.1 Reflection on the Triadic Game Design Approach 

The Triadic game design [12] is an approach to designing serious games through bal-

ancing three constituent parts. The worlds of; Reality, Meaning and Play are put for-

ward as these parts and reflect balancing between serious aspects and gameplay. Reality 

describes the context behind the game, demanding some real-world features be re-

flected in the game. Secondly, Meaning is the intended outcomes of the game. Finally, 

Play is a measure of interaction and fun within the game. Balancing theses aspects can 

help a game to execute on its intended outcome, while being both believable and en-

joyable to play. In our context, the Reality aspect of the game design framework had 

already been explored through the base study [1] and overseen by the cyber security 

co-creator of the game. As such, this phase of the design had already been completed 

and discussions focused on establishing a dialogue between serious games and cyber 

security researchers on the precise nature and meaning of the intervention. 

3.2 Exploring Meaning Through the LM-GM Framework 

Learning Mechanics – Game Mechanics (LM-GM) [13] is a game analysis and design 

model that allows for game mechanics to be studied and discussed in parallel with 

learning mechanics. The design team chose this framework for its simplicity and focus 

on semantics. The model helps to relate a set of standardised learning mechanics to 

another set of standard game mechanics. It allows for designers to investigate how the 

mechanics interact and also to ensure that a game is grounded from a pedagogical and 

entertainment standpoint. Finally, the model allows the definition of contextualised Se-

rious Game Mechanics (SGM) that bridge the blending of leaning outcomes and game-

play elements. In our context, we used framework to determine the nature of learning 

outcomes, feeding into the Meaning part of the Triadic game design approach. 
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Learning Mechanics. Game verbs [14] are a method of mapping learning and game 

mechanics in serious games by quantifying player actions. Table 1 gives the verbs we 

used and their implementation expanded upon with the game design document. The 

aim of this exercise is to identify a number of verbs relevant to the domain and tasks to 

frame a range of possible interventions based on pre-determined learning outcomes. 

The list of verbs has been compiled, along with the meaning of verbs from established 

learning theories (e.g. Piaget, Bloom’s revised Taxonomy etc.) [14]. We decided to 

focus on using verbs that add potential for a motivational as well as learning impact. 

Game Mechanics. The LM-GM framework proposes a set of standardised game me-

chanics for use with analytics, drawn from the SCVNGR set [15]. There are however 

many other useful game mechanic resources available and, from a purely design per-

spective, this exercise served as a framing device for design discussions and engaging 

stakeholders from disparate disciplines to discuss the overall game approach. As such, 

any game mechanics set can be used for this stage of the process.  The game was de-

signed through the use of game bricks [16], but the initial mechanics discussion first 

emerged from this approach. Table 2 gives the game mechanics we chose. 

LM-GM Relationships.  

Fig. 1 displays the LM-GM diagram which describes how each set of mechanics relates 

to the game flow. It describes the specific game mechanics varying with game progres-

sion and how they relate to the LM and GM and the coverage of learning outcomes 

within the overall serious game approach. We see that both the macro and meta game-

play loops have roughly equal number of mechanics. Having sufficient mechanics re-

lating to the tasks helps integrate task performance into the game. 

Table 1. Learning verbs associated with the development of the serious game intervention 

Verb Gameplay 

Mechanic 

Implementation Task Usage/Motivation  

Instruct Tutorial Teach player the game Context for tasks 
 

Respond Feedback Provide feedback on a mistake 
Give players contextual hints to-

wards successful task completion 
 

Act Intervene 
Allow players to react to situa-

tions where they lose control 

Reflect methods of security preven-

tion/response 
 

Choose Strategize 
Task completion order enables 

gameplay strategy 

Motivate players to complete task 

they perceive as impactful 
 

Construct 
Task Em-

bodiment 

Players will be able to interact 

with objects that are analogous 

to a task’s process 

Provide an in-game context and mo-

tivation for why the task should be 

performed 

 

Present Text 
Tasks related information dis-

played within the game 

Show hints towards a secure task 
 

Situate 
Provide 

Context 

Have tasks completion affect the 

players abilities in game 

Show how good and bad implemen-

tations of the task affect the game 
 

Reward Rewards 
Give in-game rewards for good 

play and task performance 

Motivate through extrinsic rewards 
 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 
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Table 2. Game mechanics of the game 

Game mechanic Description  

Selecting Collecting The player scores and collects points based on their performance 
 

Tokens 
Players earn tokens to track their task progression and show the task-

to-game mechanical interaction 
 

Infinite Gameplay 
The game is designed to infinitely loop replaying a level, in order to 

facilitate hi-score chasing and illustrate player progression 
 

Strategy 
Players can pick and choose how they want to play the game by utiliz-

ing and upgrading certain mechanics over others 
 

Resource Manage-

ment 

Player actions have associated resources that must be balanced to 

make effective use of all mechanics 
 

Eliminate The game presents security threats that must be eliminated to perform   

Time Pressure 
The main level has a set number of waves, which appear at certain 

time intervals 
 

Meta-Game 
The tasks are integrated within the game through a meta element that 

links an out of game mechanism to the game   
 

Tutorials The gameplay is taught through an instructional tutorial  

Competitions 
A fake leader board and core systems encourage hi-score chasing and 

game replaying 
 

Rewards Penalty Players are rewarded based on their in-game and task performances  

 

Fig. 1. Game mechanics map 
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3.3 Conceptualising Play through Gameplay Loops 

We can restructure the gameplay loops [17] to also take LM-GM into account, see Fig. 

2. This should help illustrate what mechanics are most important to the serious game 

intervention and how game mechanics are linked to the learning mechanics. Here we 

can see that strategizing is an important aspect for the macro gameplay loop (left dia-

gram of Fig. 2), which is completely overlooked in the game map ( 

Fig. 1).  

If a new threat was to be added, it must be highly relevant to the security concerns, 

such as to target Act (C) and Situate (H). In addition, it should have certain strategies 

and resources needed to eliminate it. Security relevance is important to the loop, mainly 

through Construct (E) which presents text information. However, this game is inten-

tionally limited to allow for a control group. If the game was to be a learning tool, this 

element could be strengthened through increased presence and being more specific. 

The game’s goal of having players complete programming tasks, relies on the idea 

of a meta-game. In this context, the meta-game takes on two of its common meanings: 

having external elements (the tasks) affect the game state and enabling strategic trends 

to develop by allowing player to choose what task to perform. 

In order to strengthen the tasks, the Construct (E) learning mechanics could increase 

the immersive and motivational factors to complete tasks. This would be done by hav-

ing highly relevant and contextual upgrades presented. Another method would be to 

increase the play mechanics of the meta-game by adding game elements to the tasks or 

more strategic depth to the upgrades. Adding some social elements that enable discus-

sion of upgrade strengths would also develop the meta-game. 

The map and loops show that an upgrade could be used to strengthen motivation 

through a meta loop element – as all in-game mechanics strengthen only macro or micro 

abilities. An upgrade that targets either the currency or task completion tokens could 

support the motivational factors provided by Reward (G) in a virtuous cycle, by moti-

vating players to increase their own motivational incentives. 

Finally, the framework of adding threats can be expanded to consider how its rele-

vant upgrades are developed. In this case, mechanics can be either security or non-

security relevant, provided that its integration into the game share strong relations with 

the corresponding tasks. The upgrade must enable or strengthen a mechanic, but also 

have a clear comparative strength to other upgrades. These enable the strategic game 

mechanic, but also the meta-game strategy of choosing the strongest upgrades to pur-

chase. Weak upgrades need to exist to enable the meta-game and players discovering 

dominant strategies. 
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Fig. 2. Macro loop (left) and Micro loop (right) 

Dark green represents in-game mechanics while light green represents an out-game cognitive response. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The game showing standard gameplay (left) and the upgrade system for the game (right) 
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Context and Integration. In order to situate a player for tasks performance, core game 

mechanics and tasks share some context and interaction methods. Game text is written 

primarily to strengthen these shared contexts than present a narrative. Typing is used 

as the main game interaction method to draw parallels with programming. All tasks 

have in game counterparts, presenting reasons for development and example motiva-

tions. Similarly, several common security concerns are represented through the effects 

they have on the game mechanics – giving players a contextual reasoning for develop-

ing tasks with a security mind-set. The game features an upgrade system, in which sev-

eral gameplay elements can be upgraded – improving and expanding on a player’s abil-

ity to play the game. However, each of these elements is locked behind the completion 

of a corresponding programming task. Upon upgrading, the player’s in-game abilities 

are noticeably improved – allowing them to score higher and play better. The motiva-

tional drive to continue to achieve higher scores and explore new gameplay options is 

directed into the completion of tasks. 

Gameplay Mechanics. Mechanics follow similar structure, interaction methods and 

appearance, such that a player can quickly learn and understand a new mechanics after 

being introduced to a related one. The player is working to defend the bank from Creeps 

of several kind that are trying to reach it. The creeps have to travel along a winding 

road to reach the bank. Under the players control are serval Towers which will damage 

and destroy the creeps by shooting them. Between levels the player is able to improve 

their in-game abilities through an upgrade system, which increases the effectiveness of 

the towers or increases defences to a threat. Table 3 gives the four kinds of towers of 

the game and their relations with the programming tasks and motivations. 

Table 3. Table relating the towers to tasks and task motivations. 

Tower Player Inter-

action Blocks 

Task Integration Integration Me-

chanics 

Task Completion Motivation 

Standard 

Write, 

Match, Se-

lect, Manage 

Credential Short-

ener, Time Tool, 

Search & Replace, 

Image Analysis 

Creep hacking 

and password re-

setting 

To decrease how often the player 

has to manage the tower 

Commu-

nication 

Select, Cre-

ate, Manage 
String Encryption 

Encryption laser 

communication 

To decrease how often the player 

has to manage the tower 

Laser 
Write, 

Match, Select 
Credential Storage 

SQL codes hav-

ing adverse ef-

fects 

To allow player to select tanks 

without having to weigh the pros 

and cons of entering SQL 

Missile 

Write, 

Match, Se-

lect, Shoot 

URL Shortener 

Generating codes 

and shorten them 

To shorten the time taken to write 

codes 

To prevent the code entering time 

from being wasted 

Game Heuristics. While a tutorial is in place, the layouts of the game elements instruct 

players how to play [18]. Directional heuristics help direct a player to specific elements. 

The elements necessary to play this game are being able to read potentially moving 
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words and write them into a text box. Fig. 3 shows the game being played, and the 

upgrade system. Positional heuristics give the player feedback: for example, a bar 

shows progress when a tower is being hacked, and when hacking reaches 100%, an 

alert is placed in the interface. 

5 Design of the Experiment 

As we mentioned earlier, our choice has been for an online experiment. The experi-

mental platform consists of a Web-browser extension, an online version of the game, a 

Web-API server and an online questionnaire. Participants are invited to log into the 

GitHub website and install the extension which will guide them through the experiment 

and enrich the website interface with a programming environment for the tasks. We 

chose to base the interface on the GitHub website as it has become a natural location 

for developers’ codes online. Participants are to follow the tutorial to familiarise them-

selves with the game. Within the game, participants would choose to take on the pro-

gramming tasks and complete them in the programming environment offered by the 

Web-browser extension. On completion of an individual task, the participant would be 

provided with a code to copy and paste into the game to activate the corresponding 

upgrade. After playing the game the participants are invited to fill out an online ques-

tionnaire that combines the questionnaire used by the base study [1] with game-related 

questions inspired by [19]. A Web-API server performs software tests on the participant 

solutions to the programming tasks and collects gameplay data for analysis. The plat-

form includes a no-game mode to be able to replicate the base study with a control 

group.  

We have run a pilot of the experiment which gave us the opportunity to improve and 

explain better to the participants the flow between the game and the programming en-

vironment. We are in the process of inviting participants for the experiment, so we 

cannot report results at this stage. 

6 Conclusion 

We have presented the combination of serious game design approaches we used in the 

co-creation of a serious game to investigate developer-centred security. We have also 

described the mechanics and gameplay loops of the serious game we have developed 

and how we integrated the programming tasks within the game. We have given an 

overview of the experimental platform which we have built for this ongoing experi-

ment. This work is an initial step which shows the potential that serious game for soft-

ware engineering and secure coding could offer to assist and engage developers with a 

specific concern such as cyber security. 
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